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Two opposing trends – Media Fragmentation
• Media fragmentation
Social media
landscape
fragmentation

• Media integration
Integrated
marketing

Media Integration Phenomena
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What is the future for printed publications?

Interactive print concept
• Interactive print - printed product is an independent
interactive media, which offers concrete multisensory
experiences and fluently links to other media (Vehmas, et al.,
2011, VTT).
• Hybrid media –cases of interactive print products, which use
an external device, e.g. mobile phone, to accomplish
interactivity.
Example – Augmented Reality

From VTT report “Future of
European Printing Industry” 2011

Will AR make a difference?
• Claims for a very large market size

• Many companies and services are appearing
• Large corporations are becoming interested
Metaio, ARToolkit were purchased recently

• Anticipation for mass market wearable smart devices: Google
Glass, Vuzix, ODG R-7, Samsung, Hololens

Current Research
Goal: Develop and test the feasibility and usefulness of a collaborative
transmedia communication system prototype, “RocReadaR”, for news
and information media that anchors in printed publication.
Research questions:
How do users evaluate their experience with the prototype when
reading a printed news magazine?
Does this method of publishing provide a desirable utility and an
enhanced quality of reading experience?
How does it compare with the traditional reading of the magazine?

RocReadaR for Android smartphone

A mobile smart device application that links three different media channels:
printed publication,
digital web-based information,
social media with its collaborative capability of sharing and adding

Android phone and Google Glass applications.

content.

Procedure
• 24 student participants from different RIT colleges: 12 female
and 12 male participants . Average age – 23 years old.
• Each participant read two articles from a recent issue of the
“Research at RIT” quarterly magazine in two conditions:
presented in a traditional way (print only publishing)
using RocReadaR (collaborative transmedia publishing)

• Questionnaire with Likert-type 7-point scales to rate both
instrumental qualities: utility, efficiency, functionality,
effectiveness, usefulness and ease of use; and noninstrumental qualities, such as aesthetic qualities, and
motivational qualities (Mahlke et al., 2007).
• Semi-structured interviews at the end.

Stimuli
A recent redesigned issue (Spring/
Summer 2014) of the Research at
RIT magazine.
Relevant digital content was
assembled for each page of the
articles.

An open page of the redesigned Research at
RIT magazine with the available digital
content.

Results
• The questionnaire responses were aggregated in
groups pertaining to the following evaluation categories:
1)

Reading performance;

2)

Usability;

3)

Satisfaction with the current prototype and an improved system;

4)

Aesthetics of the interface and design elements;

5)

Utility of the system;

6)

Motivational quality of the system for reading news media.

Results
• No significant difference between the articles in two
conditions for reading performance in terms of
comprehension, the effort of focusing attention, the interest
level of the material.
• The participants could describe the content of the articles in
both cases. However, in a number of instances in the
RocReadaR condition, when asked to recall a specific detail
the participants recalled the content they learned from digital
media.
• During interviews they mentioned the availability of digital
content as a factor to learn and remember more material.

Results
Satisfaction
• Overall the users were satisfied with the current prototype
(4.8, ratings higher than neutral 4, p<0.005 ) and were even
more satisfied with the ideal system (when existing
performance shortcomings are eliminated) (5.1, p<0.001).
• For a few participants, if their response was below neutral, it
was often in relationship to this particular magazine, a
selection of particular digital media, or an Android platform.
“If it's an app for an Apple device, and if I read more RIT magazines, yes. I
would use it. I think it's very cool, but personally I read novels over
magazines, while this app is for magazines”.
“The digital material linked to the article should be more related to the
reading. What is being described in the article should be searchable
through the app.”

Results
Usability
• The usability ratings for accessing digital media were rather
neutral.
• The main concerns were associated with the speed of the
application, performance stability, configuration and the
display quality of additional media items.
• The users wanted to have more feedback to know what the
system is doing.
e.g., if the page scanning is completed or the video clip is going to last
more than a minute.

•

The usability ratings regarding the ease of learning,
understanding how to operate and clarity of the interface
were very high – 5.8 (p<0.001)

Results
Usability – cont’d
• If the access to the media items was not instantaneous,
users commented about losing track of reading.
• They also pointed out that a more intimate link with the media
would be desirable. For example, if there were a video
complementing a specific sentence or a paragraph in the
text, then underscoring a relevant word, or marking a
sentence with a symbol would aid in explaining or illustrating
the text.

Results
Utility
• High perceived utility of the prototype (5.4, p<0.001).
The majority of users rated highly the perceived
usefulness of the application for learning more
information to supplement and expand the printed
content, for making information more interesting and
easy to remember, for the ability to share.
•

“Fun ! Adds a whole other dimension to reading. Helps reader to remember
and connect text to digital world in an innovative and helpful way, would
love to see with text books.”

•

Few Skeptics - “I think the news article is self-contained, and enough for a
general reader. The digital media part is kind of unnecessary.” “ The app
distracts from focusing on the article”.

Results
Motivational quality
• Users acknowledged that providing easy to recognize,
familiar icons related to the media items motivated them
to use the system and explore content further (5.0,
p<0.01).
• The sharing feature was deemed very desirable and
helpful to share interesting reads, and to engage friends
by sending links, photos, notes or even captured pages.

Conclusion
• Transmedia reading which integrates print and digital media
interactively using smart device is a useful and engaging way
of reading.
• Majority of participants felt that they would use the system
and recommend it to their friends if it is improved.
• They acknowledged that it can change their existing
perception of printed publications as being obsolete and
limited.

Future research
• Improve the system based on the users’ responses
• Run a large campus-wide trial to obtain real-life usage
data
• Test whether transmedia publishing can promote news
reading and enhance interest in the content and
“deeper” reading
• Test wearable system
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